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Imagine the universe as a forest, patrolled by numberless and nameless predators. In this forest, stealth is
survival - any civilisation that reveals its location is prey. Earth has. Now the predators are coming. Crossing
light years, they will reach Earth in four centuries time. But the sophons, their extra-dimensional agents and
saboteurs, are already here. Only the individual human mind remains immune to their influence. This is the

motivation for the Wallfacer Project, a last-ditch defence that grants four individuals almost absolute power to
design secret strategies, hidden through deceit and misdirection from human and alien alike. Three of the
Wallfacers are influential statesmen and scientists, but the fourth is a total unknown. Luo Ji, an unambitious
Chinese astronomer, is baffled by his new status. All he knows is that he's the one Wallfacer that Trisolaris

wants dead.

1 Introduction 2 Description 2.1 The Lost Ones 3 Trivia Some people like to explore. Here in the deepest
darkest parts of the sky is where cats who are too evil to go to StarClan find their homes when they die.

Dark Forest

The Dark Forest Chinese pinyin Hiàn snlín is a 2008. In The Dark Forest Earth is reeling from the revelation
of a coming alien invasion in just four centuries time. The dark forest is full of life. It takes its name from the
novel The Dark Forest by famed Chinese science fiction writer Liu Cixin. TOMATOMETER. That gives The
Dark Forest a great jumpingoff point for its central plot but how to keep the romance. The player must find
the key in one of the trees mouths. 1 per month. Forest edge. The Dark Forest Revealed The AIMS members
are in a race to flee the Dark Forest before it tears the team apart. Critics Consensus. The air is cold thick
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foggy and damp and it has an echoing silence. Download it once and read it on your Kindle device PC
phones or tablets.
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